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CM SERVICES INC. THE ASSOCIATION PARTNERSHIP COMPANY PARTNERS WITH CRYOGENIC SOCIETY
OF AMERICA

(GLEN ELLYN, IL, February 1, 2021) – CM Services, Inc. The Association Partnership Company (CM)
announced it is beginning a partnership with the Cryogenic Society of America (CSA), February 1, 2021.
CM will provide full-service association management services to CSA with the goal of helping CSA
identify and achieve its mission. Longtime CM Services employee partner, Megan Galeher will serve as
CSA’s Executive Director.
Retiring CSA Executive Director, Laurie Huget said, “CSA has already experienced the professionalism,
high touch service and true caring that CM Services delivers to its client partners. We are confident we
are leaving CSA is good hands and in a position to grow and succeed into the future”.
CM Services is a forty-three (43) year old, second-generation association management company
headquartered in Glen Ellyn, Illinois, a Chicago suburb. CM Services creates lifelong business
relationships with its association client partners and among the members of its client partners. CM has
been successful for forty-three years by practicing six Core Values:
•
•
•
•
•
•

We put our client partners first
Integrity in all we do
Expertise in the industries/professions we serve
Collaboration to achieve best results
Deliver innovative solutions for our client partners
A team-based environment that is fun

Rick Church, CM’s Head Coach said, “We are excited to begin a long-term partnership with CSA.
Associations, like most companies right now, are experiencing significant challenges. We are positioned
to help CSA and all our client partners overcome those challenges through the basic Association
Management Company principles of shared resources and overhead and adding CM Services’ specialty
of developing expertise in the industry and delivering our three Uniques: Focused on our client
partners’ results, Consensus Builders, and Client Recognized Superior Customer Service”.

The Cryogenic Society of America was founded in 1964. CSA is a non-profit technical society serving all
those interested in any phase of cryogenics, the art and science of achieving extremely low
temperatures – almost absolute zero. CSA’s membership includes Corporate Sustaining Members –
companies, educational institutions, government and private sector labs or agencies, or any organization
involved in cryogenics, superconductivity or a related field. Additionally, CSA has individual members.
Rick Church, President and Head Coach of CM Services Inc. The Association Partnership Company, can be
reached at rickc@cmservices.com or 630-858-7337.
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